WILTSHIRE AND DISTRICT CAT CLUB SHOW – 2.7.16
Mrs Sally Tokens
My most sincere thanks to Elaine and Jackie for their kind invitation to judge and their
wonderful hospitality. I had a super day in the company of Irene Roos who as always
handles the cats with great care and attention and is great fun to work with. My judges
spot prize was very much appreciated.
PERSIAN IMPERIAL CLASS NEUTER MALE; IMP GR PC; Lovesy IGR CH & GR PR
PERSILUS MR BIGGLESWORTH orange eyed white. A stunning lad with excellent bone
and weight. Short cobby body set low on the legs. Ears are small and set low on the side of
the head with long furnishings. Skull is well formed. Cheeks nice and full. Short snub nose
with a lovely break. Eyes are large and round and showing a deep orange eye colour. Level
bite. Groomed to perfection. Pristine white coat free from any staining. Lovely depth of
undercoat and the top coat just flowing. Short full tail. A very nice lad.
RES IMP GR PC; Miller GR PR LANDICAN THIS CHARMING MAN red silver tabby and
white exotic. Approaching three years old. Lovely bone and substance. Ears just a touch
open at the base. Skull is nicely rounded. Cheeks showing a good width. Eyes rounded in
shape and a deep copper colouring. Short broad nose with a good stop. Bite not quite level
with some teeth concave. Coat of a good length and texture and standing away from the
body. A limited amount of undercoat which is soft in texture. Colour above the eyes and to
the ears. Colour around the nose and on the chin. Tail showing some rings and is nicely
balanced with the body. Silver can be seen to the coat. Two or three patches of colour to
his back with the odd tabby marking.
AOV SLH GRAND CLASS CHAMPION MALE; GR CC; Canlin CH RAGZNDREAMS
CHANCENCOUNTER blue bi colour Ragdoll, excellent bone and substance for thirteen
months old. Ears well placed, medium in size and slightly tilt forward. Flat plane to the top
of the head. Lovely width to the cheeks. Nicely rounded muzzle. Eyes have a slightly
oblique shape and medium blue in colour. Level bite. Gentle dip to the profile. White to the
nape of his neck, under parts and legs. Symmetrically inverted v in white to the face.
Excellent soft coat texture with a small amount of undercoat. Well presented. Tail lightly
furnished and balances with the body.
RES GR CC; Langton CH SWANSEARAGZ GATSBY blue mitted ragdoll coming up to two
years old. Nicely boned with adequate weight. Ears slightly tilt forward and are well placed
being medium in size. Cheeks are quite full and showing just showing a very slight pinch in
the muzzle. Lovely depth of blue colouring to the eyes which are of a slightly oblique
shape. Profile has a slight dip. Level bite. White to his paws, chin and tummy. Front right
marking reaches the stopper pad but does not go past. Some slight shading to the body
and nice blue colour to the points. Lightly furnished tail which reaches the shoulder blades.
AOV SLH GRAND CLASS CHAMPION FEMALE; GR WITHHELD 1; Emery CH
NOYNAROCK MOONSHADOW just fourteen months old and I am afraid she was just too
small for the breed, I would have liked more length to the body and substance to the bone
so this was my reason for not awarding the certificate. Ears are large and set high and
open with long tufts to the tips of the ears. Head has a triangular shape but not

equilateral being fairly short in length. Small bump to the nose. Eyes have a slightly oblique
shape and are green in colour. Tail short in length and lightly furnished. Coat not at its
best today. Some coarse texture can be felt along the spine, lacking in the depth of
undercoat. Some contrasts can be seen.
2 Canlin CH RAGZNDREAMS TOTALLY DEVINE seal bi colour Ragdoll of just over three
years old and another female who is rather small in size especially considering her age and
this was my reason for not awarding the certificate. Ears slightly tilt forward and are
medium in size. Flat plane to the top of the head. I would have liked more width to the
cheeks and the muzzle which was showing a small pinch. Gentle dip in the profile. Level
bite. Eyes are a very good blue in colour and slightly oblique in shape. Looking rather
hooded above the eyes. Not quite a symmetrically marked inverted v to the face. Patch of
colour to the back right limb just above the hock. Two or three patches of white to her
back. Tail sparse and balances with the body.
RED, CREAM ETC. SMOKE ADULT; BOB; Fairs CH FILOSELLE REBELHEART blue
cream smoke female of sixteen months old. Short cobby body set low on the legs. Lovely
bone and substance. Small ears which are set low on the side of the head. Cheeks nice and
full with a well formed muzzle. Eyes are large and round and showing a nice deep orange
colour. Short broad nose with a good stop. Acceptable bite. Coat quite full and very well
presented. Soft in texture. Pale blue and some cream is evident, cream to each limb albeit
limited amounts. Showing smoke contrasts to her head but her body coat is topsy turvy
today. Tail well covered and short in length. Just going through a change of coat at
present.
CHINCHILLA ETC. ADULT; 1 CC & BOB; Stone KINDRED LLONYDD-DIAMOND black
silver shaded of ten months old. Medium in size and just needing to fill out a little. Fairly
good bone. Ears are open at the base and standing a little tall at present. Lovely width to
the cheeks and the muzzle is well formed. Acceptable bite. Large round eyes which are a
touch two tone at present being darker emerald on the inner and slightly lighter on the
outer rim. Short snub nose. Pretty expression and she just needs to balance out. Good
shading to the coat and nicely presented, lacking in undercoat today. Tail sparsely covered
and short in length. I awarded the CC as I felt she was just going through the adolescent
stage.
BI COLOURED NEUTER; BOB; Perkins PR TYTHERTON PRINCE CHARMING black and
white lad of just over two years old. Fabulous bone and excellent weight. Ears are small in
size and placed low on the side of the head. Skull nicely rounded. Cheeks are full and
round. Eyes are large and open and I would have liked the colour a little deeper. Short
broad nose with a stop and nice size leather and nostrils. Acceptable bite. Excellent
preparation to the top of the body, just a little more attention to between the back legs.
White to the right side of his face is a fairly large patch with a much smaller patch to the
left side of his face. Colour above the eyes and to the back of the ears. Large black patch
to the back. The patches of black are sound in colour to the roots and well defined free
from any white hairs, showing a lot of hard work to get him to look like this. Short tail.
Clean white areas. Lovely lad.

AC COLOURPOINTED OR MITTED RAGDOLL NEUTER; BOB; Spencer PLR
KARAMEARAGS ROYALE PRINCE blue colourpoint lad with super bone and weight. Ears
are well placed and of a medium size which slightly tilt forward. Flat plane. Slight dip to his
profile. Cheeks are nice and full and the muzzle is well formed. Eyes have a slightly oblique
shape and nice blue colouring. Level bite. Long tail which is lightly furnished and just
slightly lighter blue in colour. Lovely depth of undercoat to the body, soft in texture and
well presented with a minimal amount of shading. Limbs slightly lighter blue in colour.
AC BI COLOUR RAGDOLL NEUTER; BOB; Davies IGR PR RAGSHAVEN WHATA
KLASSYCAT blue bi colour of nearly six years old. A huge heavyweight lad with a fabulous
temperament. Very good bone structure and plenty of substance. Well placed ears medium
in size and slightly tilt forward. Flat plane. Cheeks and muzzle all very nicely balanced.
Profile with a gentle dip. Level bite. Medium blue colouring to the eyes which are of a
slightly oblique shape. Level bite. White collar and two or three patches of white to his
back. Small white symmetrically inverted v to the face. White to his legs and tummy. Tail
very nicely furnished and reaching the shoulders. A super looking lad with beautiful
balance and presentation.
RED BURMESE ADULT; 1 CC & BOB; Matthews KATCHYN MANDARIN fourteen months
old. Head nicely in proportion to the body. A short wedge which is wide at the cheek bones
and has a blunt finish in the muzzle. Nicely rounded between the ears and with a good
depth from the top of the skull to the lower jaw. Brow is just a little flat. Good nose break
with a straight nose and his chin is in a vertical plane with the end of the nose. Medium to
large size ears which are rounded at the tip and slightly tilt forward. Large eyes with a top
line slant and lower line rounded being a golden yellow in colour. Medium size body with a
straight back from the shoulder to the rump. Slender legs and neat oval paws. Tail
balances with the body and tapering to a rounded tip. Tangerine red to the ears, mask and
along his spine just being slightly lighter in colour to his sides. Clear coated.
CREAM BURMESE ADULT; BOB; Virtue CH HOBBERDY HOFFMAN approaching two
years old. Head just in proportion to the body. Medium wedge showing some width at the
cheek bones and having a blunt finish in the muzzle. A little flat between the ears and with
a fair depth from the top of the skull to the lower jaw. A shallow nose break with a
straight nose and his chin is not quite in a vertical plane with the end of the nose. Large
ears which are rounded at the tip and have a slight tilt forward. His eyes look a better
shape when he is back in the pen and relaxed with the top line showing a slant and a
rounded lower line. Pale chartreuse eye colour. Fairly large body which is straight along the
back from the shoulder to the rump. Tail in proportion to the body length. Medium cream
to the coat colouring which is darker along the spine, mask and ears, lighter colouring to
the limbs and his sides. Coat just a touch long but fine in texture.
AC PERSIAN JUNIOR ADULT; 1 Gore GR CH RIASCATZ DANDY LION red silver tabby
and white with an excellent top of head. Large expressive eyes, deep orange in colour.
Groomed to perfection.

2 Cooke GR CH MIRO’ BLUE BOY blue lad with a very rounded top of head. Pale blue coat
groomed down to the last hair and just showing a very slightly lighter undercoat at
present.
3 Thomas CH TALSHIAR FIRST IN LINE black and white.
AV MAIDEN ADULT; 1 Ford KINDRED PANDORA golden of fourteen months old. Coat
rather coarse in texture today. I would prefer more weight to her flanks. Coat not yet
developed warmth.
AV SLH LIMIT KITTEN; 1 Adams HONBURY MONSTERMUNCH brown tabby and white
Burmese pattern Ragamuffin. Lovely bone and weight at five months old. Full coat and a
good undercoat. Lovely cheeks and muzzle.
AC PERSIAN NON SELF NON BREEDERS NEUTER; 1 Perkins PR TYTHERTON PRINCE
CHARMING black and white.
AC BIRMAN, NEBELUNG, TURKISH VAN OR VANKEDISI BREEDERS NEUTER; 1
Ensor UK & IGR CH & GR PR KITTAH THALIA blue point Birman with lovely cheeks. Very
good bone and weight. Well presented coat and level feet markings.
2 Wormald IGR CH & UK OGI GR PR DANLEIGH STARBURST seal tortie of twelve years
old. In very good condition for her age, unfortunately her white now extends beyond her
stopper pad. Super grooming to the coat.
AC BIRMAN, NEBELUNG, TURKISH VAN OR VANKEDISI NON BREEDERS NEUTER;
1 Bush MLYWARD XANDER seal point Birman. Very strong blue eye colouring. Clear body
coat. Just a tiny pinch in the muzzle today and not too happy.
AV NOVICE NEUTER; 1 James FORESTFRIEND PHOENIX blue smoke and white
Nortwegian Forest cat. White locket to his chest. Coarse texture along his spine. Nice ear
set and size.
2 James ESAYA WYTCHYCAT brown classic tabby Siberian with nicely rounded cheeks
just needs to complete the contours in the muzzle. Green eyes well shaped. Very good coat
which is full and warm in colour.
AV DEBUTANTE ADULT; 1 Pounds SERAPIS QUEENOF’ HEARTS torite Oriental
shorthair. Very good eye colouring. Pale red to the coat. Soft texture and close lying.
Large ears, wide at the base.
AV LOCAL NEUTER; 1 Bascombe ISSAMELLE MIDNIGHTSHADOW Oriental black. Jet
black coat, close lying and with a super gloss just a touch long at present. Having a real
whinge and a moan.
AV VISITORS NEUTER; 1 Reed JOHPAS FROM RUSSIAWITHLOVE seal point and
white Oriental lad only ten months old. Fabulous large ears set as to follow the lines of the
wedge. Wonderful temperament and joy to handle.
2 Emmens IGR PR SPICESIAM COOLHAND LUKE red point of just over three years old.
Large lad, coat a touch long today and just a little open on his shoulders. Very laid back.

